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Abstract: Glacier recession driven by climate change produces glacial lakes, some of which are
hazardous. Our study assesses the evolution of three of the most hazardous moraine-dammed
proglacial lakes in the Nepal Himalaya—Imja, Lower Barun, and Thulagi. Imja Lake (up to 150 m
deep; 78.4 × 106 m3 volume; surveyed in October 2014) and Lower Barun Lake (205 m maximum
observed depth; 112.3 × 106 m3 volume; surveyed in October 2015) are much deeper than previously
measured, and their readily drainable volumes are slowly growing. Their surface areas have been
increasing at an accelerating pace from a few small supraglacial lakes in the 1950s/1960s to 1.33 km2
and 1.79 km2 in 2017, respectively. In contrast, the surface area (0.89 km2) and volume of Thulagi
lake (76 m maximum observed depth; 36.1 × 106 m3; surveyed in October 2017) has remained almost
stable for about two decades. Analyses of changes in the moraine dams of the three lakes using digital
elevation models (DEMs) quantifies the degradation of the dams due to the melting of their ice cores
and hence their natural lowering rates as well as the potential for glacial lake outburst floods (GLOFs).
We examined the likely future evolution of lake growth and hazard processes associated with lake
instability, which suggests faster growth and increased hazard potential at Lower Barun lake.
Keywords: GLOF; glacial lake; Nepal; Himalaya; proglacial lake; moraine-dammed; glacier; remote
sensing; High Mountain Asia (HMA)
1. Introduction
Glaciers worldwide are highly sensitive to climate change, though they respond on a range of
timescales (typically a few decades to a century or more for temperate alpine glaciers) [1,2]. As a result,
they are excellent, albeit complex, indicators of climate change [3–5]. One of the biggest controversies
of the last decade over the false claim of impending disappearance of Himalayan glaciers by the year
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2035 [6] based on errant information [7–9] resulted in an intense and continuing research focus that has
greatly improved our knowledge of Himalayan glaciers [10–14]. In the past decade, the glaciological
community has learned, for example, that glacier mass loss rates in High Mountain Asia (HMA)
are comparable with the global average mass loss rates [15], and that mass loss, thinning, length,
and area retreat rates of glaciers in the region are heterogeneous [11,13,14,16,17]. Also, documented
better than ever before, is the spatiotemporal frequency and magnitude of changes in Himalayan
glacial lakes. Climate model projections driven by high emissions scenarios suggest that HMA will
lose as much as 65% of its ice mass this century [1], which could result in the formation of thousands
of new glacial lakes.
Recent studies [18–21] have shown that enhanced meltwater production and glacier retreat
coupled with increased area to hold meltwater in newly exposed glacial over-deepenings leads
to moraine-dammed proglacial lakes. In the Nepal Himalaya, the majority of present-day large
moraine-dammed lakes did not exist before the 1950s [22]. Many of these lakes started forming in
the mid-1950s to 1960s as small supraglacial lakes, which coalesced and started growing rapidly in
the 1970s [23–25]. According to one estimate, there are over 1466 glacial lakes in the Nepal Himalaya
alone [26] and it has been suggested that most of these formed in response to warming temperatures
during the second half of the 20th century [26,27]. However, one recent study assigns a longer sequence
of response times, such that lakes growing between the 1950s and 2010s may be long-delayed responses
to climatic shifts that occurred over the previous one to two centuries, including but not necessarily
dominated by the anthropogenic warming of recent decades [28].
Out of the known 1466 glacial lakes, 21 have been identified as posing exceptional risk of glacial
lake outburst floods (GLOFs), including Imja, Lower Barun, and Thulagi [26]. A more recent study,
however, classified both risks and hazards for these lakes and determined Lower Barun as a high
hazard and high risk, Thulagi (locally known as Dona Lake) as a moderate hazard but high risk, and
Imja (locally known as Imja Tsho) as both a moderate hazard and risk [29,30] partly due to a recent
lake-lowering project [29,31]. However, the study pointed out that the continued expansion of Imja
Lake could increase its hazard profile due to the high susceptibility of avalanches entering the lake.
The approach to classifying GLOF risk (exceptional, very high, high, or moderate) is different in these
studies. Overall, the variability in risks and the rate of lake growth, both in Nepal and the broader
HMA region, depends on a number of factors including glacier microclimate, topography, glacier
dynamics, glacier debris cover, unstable mass around a lake, proximity to downstream infrastructure,
potential flood volume, and peak discharge [32]. Specifically, the intrinsic hazards, risk exposure,
and vulnerabilities from glacial lakes are great in the high relief areas around the Mount Everest and
Makalu massifs in Nepal, which contain numerous large lakes and observe frequent slope failure and
flash floods associated with monsoon rain.
Glacial lakes with moraine dams are metastable. Those with ice cores are subject to melting,
gravitational collapse, or buoyant flotation; even if the dams hold up, mass movements—debris flows,
rock slope failures, and avalanches—into the lakes can produce massive overtopping waves [33,34].
As a result, there is a potential for many of these lakes to produce sudden GLOFs, which can devastate
downstream areas causing possible loss of life and damage to local infrastructure. Although not all
glacial lakes are hazardous, some will inevitably produce damaging GLOFs given the glacial lake
system dynamics, topographic setting, and downstream populations and infrastructure. While glacial
lakes have been controlled by engineering to reduce their GLOF potential, most of these are in Peru;
in HMA, similar efforts are limited [31,35–37].
GLOF events from glacial lakes are a worldwide phenomenon [34,38–50]. Although there have
been suggestions that the GLOF frequency in the Himalayan region has increased in recent decades [5],
a statistical assessment of moraine-breach GLOFs shows that the number of GLOFs have declined
there and around the world following an increase in the mid-20th century [28]. The GLOF rate
trends are attributed to glaciological and limnological response times following climatic fluctuations,
including the end of the Little Ice Age and more recent warming. Reference [51] examined all types of
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GLOFs, including ice-dammed and moraine-dammed lake outbursts, and identified a similar early
20th-century rise of global GLOFs followed by a stabilization over the past three decades. To date,
no systematic account for the long response times between climatic perturbations and lake formation
and drainage has been established. This presumably includes timescales needed for the critical thinning,
retreat, and change of the glacier surface relief to allow for the pooling of water and lake growth, as
well as stochastic periods between triggering events such as landslides or extreme weather [28,52].
While GLOFs occur relatively infrequently, because many glaciers are undergoing the type of thinning
and flow stagnation that creates metastable lakes, it is likely that the risk of GLOFs may increase in
the future. Nonetheless, they pose a severe flood risk in the high mountains [53], even though the
full impact of anthropogenic warming has not yet been reflected in GLOF activity. To understand
these risks, we selected three major glacial lakes in Nepal (Imja, Lower Barun, and Thulagi) where we
have detailed field and historical records to develop a broad regional understanding of glacial lake
evolution. Specifically, we investigated a satellite time-series of the lake area, ice velocity, lake volume
growth, moraine and ice elevation changes, and the evaluated hazards resulting from these changes.
2. Study Area
Imja (Randolph Glacier Inventory (RGI) ID—RGI60-15.03743; Global Land Ice Measurements
from Space (GLIMS) ID—G086958E27924N), Lower Barun (RGI ID—RGI60-15.03366; GLIMS
ID—G087008E27832N), and Thulagi lakes (RGI ID—RGI60-15.05140; GLIMS ID—G084537E28518N)
are all large glacial lakes fed by temperate glaciers located on the southern flank of the Himalayan
range; geographically, they are located south of the Tibetan Plateau where cold-based and polythermal
glaciers dominate (Figure 1). Each of these glacial lakes is located adjacent to one of the world’s highest
massifs: Everest-Lhotse (world’s highest), Makalu (5th highest), and Manaslu (8th highest) respectively,
and each is dammed by an ice-cored moraine.
2.1. Imja
Imja Lake is located in the easternmost part of the Sagarmatha region in Solukhumbu district
(27◦53′55′ ′N, 86◦55′21′ ′E; 5000 m a.s.l.), Nepal, about 9 km south of Mt. Everest, and a few kilometers
south of Lhotse Peak, the highest and fourth highest peaks in the world, respectively. Imja lake is
bounded to the east by the calving front of Imja/Lhotse Shar glaciers, to the north and south by lateral
moraines, and to the west by the ice-cored end moraine. The lake has grown since its inception as
an innocuous set of supraglacial lakes in the 1950s [26]. Lhotse Shar, Imja, and Amphulapche glaciers
were the original parent glaciers of the Imja Glacier system and Lake. However, Amphulapche Glacier
has completely detached, and no longer contributes any ice or water to the lake or to Imja Glacier.
Imja Glacier itself has dramatically reduced in size, leaving Lhotse Shar Glacier as the largest source of
meltwater contribution into the lake (Figure S1). The area of the entire Imja basin is about 141 km2,
and approximately 38% of the basin is covered by glaciers [54]. Much of the unglacierized portion
consists of steep mountain slopes which generate snow avalanches that run out onto the glaciers [29].
Imja Lake’s lateral moraine trough acts as a “gutter”, trapping debris derived from rockfall, snow
avalanches, and fluvial transport [55]. Large, rapid mass movements, however, could potentially
overrun or even breach the lateral moraines and enter Imja Lake. It is also an important lake from
a hazards perspective because it is situated upstream from a major Everest access route for trekkers
and climbers and the villages that have grown to support those activities. Recently, Imja lake’s level
was lowered to reduce the potential risk of GLOF (discussed in detail in Section 5.6).
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Figure 1. Map of our study area. (A) GTOPO30 topographic hillshade showing Nepal and the
surrounding region. Three studied lake locations are marked—Imja (red dot), Lower Barun (black dot),
and Thulagi (green dot); Sentinel 2 satellite images (false color infrared bands 8, 4, 3) in insets (B) and
(C) (19 November 2016), and (D) (22 November 2016) showing Imja, Lower Barun, and Thulagi Glacier
and Lakes along with their tributaries and the nearby glacier.
2.2. Lower Barun
The Lower Barun Lake (27◦47′51′ ′N, 87◦05′26′ ′E; 4550 m a.s.l.) is located southeast of Imja Lake
in the upper reach of Barun River and adjacent to the Makalu massif. The glacial lake is dammed by
an ice-cored moraine to the east and bounded by the calving front of a thick debris-covered glacier to
the west [27]. Currently, Lower Barun Glacier is about 2.7 km in length from the calving front to the
base of an icefall, where the slope drastically increases. Images of the lake show consistent calving
of the glacier terminus into the moraine-dammed proglacial lake, resulting in many new icebergs
(Figure S2).
2.3. Thulagi
Thulagi Lake (28◦29.24′N, 84◦29.17′E; 4050 m a.s.l.) is also a proglacial moraine-dammed lake
at the terminus of the heavily debris-covered Thulagi Glacier, which is 11 km long and sourced
from the flanks of Manaslu (8156 m a.s.l.). The International Centre for Integrated Mountain
Development (ICIMOD) lists this lake as hazardous due to several factors, including the potential
for mass movements into the lake and the downstream presence of Tal Village, hydro-electric power
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infrastructure, and a major trekking route. However, Reference [29] categorized Thulagi Lake as
a moderate hazard lake based on a comprehensive assessment of GLOF risks, moraine stability,
and downstream impacts.
3. Data, Methods, and Uncertainties
We consider several measurements for each lake site to assess their evolution and future hazard
potential: lake area, elevation change over the end moraine, elevation change and surface velocity of
upstream glacier surfaces, sky-view factor, and lake bathymetry.
3.1. Lake Perimeter Mapping
We used Landsat multispectral image data from 1975–2017 for Imja and Lower Barun Lakes,
and from 1973–2017 for Thulagi Lake to manually digitize the lake perimeters and determine
the evolving lake areas. This multi-decadal timeline provides for an extended window into lake
development and growth (Table S1).
We performed a rigorous error analysis (and distinguished between accuracy and precision
as illustrated in Section 4.1) for glacier and lake area determinations. We started with the detailed
treatment of glacier area measurement error [56], and elaborated and adapted the treatment to the
study of lake growth. In mapping the contacts between spectrally well-defined material units, such as
a clean glacier ice or a lake against an adjoining rocky material, any measurement of the boundary is
apt to have a large component of arbitrary absolute error where, for example, scenes are consistently
mis-registered by some fraction of a pixel, or the analyst systematically considers the material boundary
to be too far on one side of a contact between different tones or hues or spectral band ratios versus
another side. Careful manual or automated approaches to delineate the boundary between two discrete
units can have a subpixel accuracy of approximately 0.5 pixels. A single analyst or algorithm might
systematically tend to draw or compute the boundary of a lake outside the actual lake boundary by up
to +0.5 pixels, whereas another analyst or another method might yield a boundary that tends to fall
inside the actual lake boundary by up to −0.5 pixels. Hence, this ±0.5-pixel error is an estimate of
measurement accuracy. The corresponding lake area accuracy is ±0.5 pixels multiplied by the lake
perimeter length and sensor’s pixel resolution.
The precision (or relative accuracy) of the lake area measurement is different than the above
absolute boundary geolocation error. This is the relative error for a controlled approach, i.e., a single
analyst using a standard methodology and a single data source to measure the area of a lake over time.
The idea is that there will be a systematic error that will be largely repeated from one measurement
to another if done by the same analyst and same methodology. This precision metric is the more
important error criterion to assess the image-to-image growth of a lake, or to compare the areas of
three different lakes. Here we use Equation 22.3 in Reference [56] to quantify the precision for manual
digitization involving binary classification of each pixel to either rock, snow/ice, or water, such that
an individual pixel may lie randomly as much as +1 or −1 pixel (outboard or inboard) from the lake
boundary, but the randomness tends to reduce the overall error for the whole lake:
Ap,m: Ap,m = (j
− 1
2 )·(n·m)/Agl (1)
where j is the number of vertices of the digitized polygon, n is the number of pixels defining the
perimeter, approximated by the quotient of the perimeter length and sensor resolution, m is the areal
spatial resolution of the sensor (m2), and Agl is the lake area (m2). In this treatment, j ≤ n.
3.2. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) Analysis
We generated a high-resolution DEM time series for each lake site using available sub-meter stereo
satellite imagery from the DigitalGlobe archive (GeoEye-1, WorldView-1/2/3) and the methodology
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described in Reference [57]. Both “along-track” and “cross-track” DEMs were generated to improve
temporal coverage [58,59].
We used the methodology described in Reference [57] for DEM co-registration. A weighted-average
composite “reference DEM” with improved horizontal and vertical accuracy was generated from stacks
of 2-m DEMs for each site. A set of static reference surfaces (i.e., exposed valley walls) was identified
using an 80% threshold applied to a global 30-m bare ground percentage product [60]. An iterative
closest point (ICP) co-registration routine [57] was then used to solve for a robust three-dimensional
(3D) translation to align each individual DEM to the reference DEM composite over these static surfaces
with the tools in the demcoreg software package (https://github.com/dshean/demcoreg).
Eulerian elevation differences were calculated for pairs of overlapping DEMs, and elevation
change rates in units of m/year were calculated based on the time interval between the two DEMs.
Individual DEM coverage is variable (i.e., only a subset of DEMs cover the entire lake at each site).
We also calculated long-term elevation change for each site using the 1-arcsecond (30-m) SRTM-GL1
(Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission—Global 1) product from 11 February 2000 and the 2-m DEM
from 11 February 2016 for Imja, 18 October 2015 for Lower Barun, and 7 December 2014 for Thulagi.
The normalized median absolute deviation (NMAD) [61] was calculated for a random selection of
~50 stable points over static reference surfaces in these SRTM and DigitalGlobe elevation-change
products to estimate uncertainties of ±0.67 m/year for the Imja region, ±0.82 m/year for the Lower
Barun region, and ±0.88 m/year for the Thulagi region.
We analyzed the sky-view factor, which is a proxy for diffuse irradiance and measures
the proportion of sky visible from a given point irrespective of the overcast conditions [62],
using ATCOR 3 v.9.1.2 for the mountainous terrain (https://www.rese-apps.com/index.html),
and an 8-m weighted-average DEM composite derived from 2010–2016 WorldView and GeoEye DEMs,
with residual gaps filled with the SRTM-GL1 DEM data. To avoid artifacts over the lake area, we masked
out the lake perimeter and hydro-flattened the area by filling the minimum DEM values extracted
from the masked area. Details for the software and methodology can be found in Reference [63].
3.3. Glacier Velocity
Glacier surface velocity partly controls the development of supraglacial lakes [64], which impacts
the melting pattern and ice elevation changes that are critical for the evolution of proglacial lakes.
The pattern of ice flow also provides an understanding of whether the lake has expanded far enough
into the glacier trunk to significantly increase surface gradients and trigger a drawdown increase in ice
discharge and rapid glacier retreat [65].
We measured glacier velocity for two time periods using feature-tracking of yearly orthorectified
image pairs with COSI-Corr [66–68] (Table S1). The image correlation calculates horizontal surface
displacements between two images separated in time. A variety of Landsat band options can be used
for this correlation. We obtained the consistent results and the lowest average error with the NIR
band (0.85–0.88 µm, Landsat 8; 0.77–0.90 µm Landsat 7; 0.76–0.90 µm Landsat 4, 5) compared to other
multispectral bands or the panchromatic band.
Feature tracking was conducted using a search window size between 64 and 128 pixels, with a step
size of one pixel (30 m). Output included displacement maps in east-west (x), north-south (y) directions
and their corresponding signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). Accuracy was determined using mean and
standard deviations of these components over stable off-glacier regions. This analysis indicated
apparent motion over bedrock areas of ±2.09 m/year for the Imja and Lower Barun regions and
±2.04 m/year for the Thulagi region. For final comparative analysis, a common practice of maximum
velocity magnitude threshold filter [69] of 60 m/year was adopted. We also masked pixels showing
an SNR lower than 0.9, and pixels showing local reversal in x,y values using median filter [70]. To fill
the holes created by these filters, we applied a 5 × 5 smoothness filter except for the small area in the
accumulation zone of Imja and Thlagi Glaciers where the velocity was extremely high. More details
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about the methodology related to velocity measurement and uncertainty analysis can be found in
Reference [71].
For centerline glacier velocities, we generated an automated polyline running at the center of
the glacier with reference to the corresponding year’s glacier boundary. These may not always reflect
the fastest flow line for the glacier but, given the input coming from two different sources in the Imja
Glacier system and separate ice and debris flow from Chamlang ridge dictating the flow at the lower
ablation zone of Lower Barun, the geometric centerline was considered for a representative analysis.
3.4. Bathymetry
Echo sonar soundings across Imja Lake and nearby Amphulapche Lake (mid-late October 2014),
and Lower Barun (late October 2015) were acquired from an inflatable kayak-mounted SyQwest
Hydrobox sonar sensor. The survey was conducted along transverse and longitudinal transect lines
designed prior to the survey and monitored in real time during surveying (Figure 2). Large icebergs
were avoided and therefore some survey lines deviate from the grid. The sonar transducer was operated
at 210 kHz (7 mm wavelength). Sensor settings for optimal data-return quality included sound velocity
(1400 m s−1 based upon 0 ◦C water temperature). The sensor was mounted amidships and with ample
draft, in our case 25 cm, well below the shallow draft of the wide-keeled kayak. For positional control,
all sonar soundings were paired with latitude/longitude coordinates supplied by a Trimble GeoXH
GPS unit with National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) output at 1 Hz. Our survey amassed in
excess of 50,000 sounding points for Imja and Lower Barun Lakes, and ~4000 points for Amphulapche
Lake; however, 30–40% of these points were omitted due to either: (i) missing GPS signals, (ii) spurious
sonar sounding data dropouts where depth equals zero; (iii) “invalid” soundings as classified by
a Hydrobox sensor processor; (iv) quasi-systematic positional duplicate points with variable depths
due to: (a) data collected at sonar sensor ping frequency >1 s−1, or (b) baud rate incompatibility
between GPS hardware cabling (4600 baud) and sonar NMEA required output (9600 baud).
We used an Unmanned Surface Vessel (USV, Oceanscience ZBoat) to acquire sonar soundings for
a high-density survey across the western portion of the primary Imja Lake and the first connected
small lake west of Imja (Figure 2). The USV was operated from the lake shore at the speed of 3–4 knots
(1.5–2.0 m/s) and 9654 total sounding points were collected. The USV data were acquired with
a CEE HydroSystem survey grade CEEPULSE echosounder at an operating frequency of 200 kHz,
with a transducer beam width of 9◦, a sound velocity of 1350 m/s for computing depth, and a data
update rate of 1 Hz. Data outputs were posted in industry standard NMEA depth below transducer
(DBT) format and later merged with the kayak-mounted echosounders data and plumb line data.
The USV was unavailable during the Lower Barun and Thulagi surveys. Additionally, we also used a
set of plumb line measurements taken through augured holes where the lake was frozen during our
survey. At Lower Barun Lake, we manually recorded depth and positions at 30 different equally-spaced
points due to the loss of GPS position fix in the kayak (dots in Figure 2).
The Thulagi Lake bathymetric survey (late October 2017) was conducted using a Furuno
235DT-PSE mounted to the side of a kayak in a stable position. Data were collected at an operating
frequency of 235 kHz, with a transducer beam width of 12◦, and data update rate of 1 Hz. Data gaps
are related to floating ice and a faulty cable connection. In total, we used 28,268 sounding points from
Thulagi Lake in our bathymetric analysis.
Bathymetric models were created within ArcGIS 10.3 using natural neighbor interpolation [72,73].
The results were posted on a 1-m grid and lake volumes were calculated. Bathymetric modeling
requires a shoreline with zero depth. Since no ‘zero depth’ data were collected from the outline extent
of the lakes, we generated lake extents using multispectral satellite imagery acquired closest to the
survey dates. Points were generated at 1-m intervals along the derived lake boundary polylines and
assigned depths of zero. These points were appended onto the validated lake bathymetric points to
complete the sounding databases for bathymetric modeling. Zero depth points were removed at the
glacier calving front to avoid forcing the interpolated bathymetry to zero [73]. Additionally, zero depth
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points were added along the glacier medial moraines for ~500 m. This was required since the natural
neighbor method does not interpolate outside the convex hull, and therefore would not otherwise
interpolate bathymetry to the calving front.
Figure 2. Vessel tracks collecting bathymetric data at each of these lake locations. Yellow dots in the
middle figure (Lower Barun Lake) shows points where depth and location data were collected manually.
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For uncertainty analysis, we used water depth-normalized 2-σ standard deviation [74]. Tie-lines
were run perpendicular to the trackline and it was found that 2σ standard deviation across the
along-track artifacts is about 0.8% of water depth and the mean depth uncertainty for all tie-line
to track data is 0.2% of water depth. Additionally, the echosounder data accuracy is suggested as
0.01 m ± 0.1% of depth. The acoustic velocity due to water temperature has relatively high uncertainty,
as temperature likely varies between 0 ◦C and 4 ◦C in the lake. Moreover, for ±2 ◦C temperature
uncertainty, the corresponding depth error is about ±0.7% (e.g., about ±0.2 m for a 30-m water depth).
We also assumed another 0.1% of depth uncertainty due to nearshore rock outcrops and missing zero
depth data, making our overall uncertainty for bathymetric analysis ±1.9% of water depth. We noted
that for side-scan sonar systems, lake thermal stratification and associated temperature and sound
speed uncertainties of this magnitude can produce large but unknown sound wave refractions and
thus large positional errors, but for near-nadir projecting sound transmission, refraction-induced
positional errors are very small.
4. Results and Analysis
4.1. Moraine-Dammed Proglacial Lake Evolution
Multiple field and remote sensing surveys of Imja Lake have been conducted in the last four
decades. By May 2009 [26], Imja Lake was regarded as one of the fastest-growing lakes in the Himalaya
with an area of 1.06 km2. In this study, we used Landsat images to measure approximate annual lake
growth from 1975 to 2017 (Figure 3 and Figure S1). During the 42 years since 1975, the surface area
increased from 0.19 km2 to 1.30 km2, an average growth of about 0.03 km2 per year, which is consistent
with previous surveys (see Section 5.1). These data suggest an increase in areal growth rate, especially
in the last decade (Figures 3 and 4).
The growth of Lower Barun Glacial Lake from small supraglacial lakes to a large proglacial lake
was observed from 1975–2017 using Landsat imagery (Figures 3 and 4 and Figure S2). Our analysis
documents the retreat of Lower Barun Glacier to be concurrent with the growth of the proglacial lake
area, which increased from 0.04 km2 to 1.8 km2, an average increase of 0.04 km2 per year. Proglacial
lake growth occurred rapidly, starting from just a few small supraglacial lakes which quickly coalesced
and expanded as the glacier retreated [75]. Imja Lake was commonly thought to be the fastest growing
lake in the region [24]; however, our analyses suggest that the growth rates at Lower Barun and Imja
were roughly the same until about 2000, after which Lower Barun grew much more rapidly. From 2000
to 2017, the lake area increased by 34%. Additionally, over the past three years Lower Barun Lake has
grown by 0.19 km2 (50% faster growth over the long-term average annual growth rate), reflecting the
accelerating growth evident in Figure 3.
Thulagi Lake was observed from 1973–2017 using Landsat imagery (Figures 3 and 4 and Figure S3).
During those 44 years, the moraine-dammed proglacial lake increased in surface area from 0.4 km2
to 0.9 km2, with most of the growth occurring until the mid-1990s. Thulagi Lake growth was slower
than the other two lakes with a roughly linear trend until ~2005, and limited change between 2005 and
2017. Our fieldwork in October 2017 at Thulagi Lake took place at the end of an active calving season
in the July-September timeframe (similar to more common events at Imja and Lower Barun Lakes),
but these have been rare or mainly smaller events at Thulagi in the period since 2000, as seen in the
satellite images (Figure S3).
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Figure 3. Area change of Imja, Lower Barun, and Thulagi Glacial Lakes as monitored using Landsat
satellite images from the early mid-1970s to 2017. Second- and third-order polynomial projections are
fitted to each lake area data to extrapolate possible future growth up to 2025. Two different bars show
errors relating to accuracy (large error bars) and precision (small bars from Equation (1)), as discussed
in Section 3.1. Data for the Imja Lake area in 1964 was obtained from Reference [75] with no available
error estimates.
4.2. Topographic Analysis
Elevation changes were determined over the glaciers and ice-cored end moraine from 2000 to
~2015/2016 (Figure 5). Our results show surface lowering at the glacier terminus, as well as measurable
lowering at the end moraine, especially at Lower Barun and Imja Lakes.
The thinning rate in the lower 1.5-km ablation zone of Lhotse Shar Glacier, which feeds into
Imja Lake, is in the range of −0.1 to −3.0 m/year, with an average rate of −1.31 m/year. At Lower
Barun this rate ranges between −0.4 to −4.5 m/year with an average rate of −2.21 m/year, while at
Thulagi Glacier the thinning rate in the lower 2.5 to 3 km of the ablation zone ranges between −0.51 to
−5.29 m/year and the average rate is −1.9 m/year. Of the three lakes, Lower Barun Glacier shows the
highest elevation change rate magnitudes.
Manual inspection at each location indicates that the pixels showing the highest annual changes
are less than 5% of the total pixels and mostly associated with DEM artifacts or extreme local changes
near rapidly evolving features (e.g., ice cliffs, thermokarst). Most of the pixels around the terminus
region that are not associated with the supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs show average elevation changes
of−1.28 m/year,−1.88 m/year,−1.41 m/year for Lhotse Shar, Lower Barun, and Thulagi, respectively.
The average lowering rates over glaciers are significant. The ablation areas with thinner debris-covered
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glaciers are lowering faster than the debris-free accumulation areas and the thick debris-covered,
ice-cored end moraine dams of the lakes.
Figure 4. Long-term evolution of lake perimeter with ~4–11-year intervals for (A) Imja Lake, (B) Lower
Barun Lake, and (C) Thulagi Lake. See Table S1 for full list of observations.
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Figure 5. Elevation change rates (m/year) for the three study sites from 2000 to 2014–2016.
In addition to analyzing the elevation changes of glacier surfaces, we also analyzed elevation
changes at the end moraines. Of particular concern would be the loss of ice over time from those end
moraines containing ice, resulting in the subsidence or collapse of the moraine, possibly compromising
the moraine’s containment strength. Our field observations documented visible ice in the end moraine
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both at Imja and Lower Barun beneath about 1 m of debris (Figure 6). Similar debris-covered ice cliffs
were observed up close—nearly pure ice, covered by less than a meter of debris—in October 2010
in Lhotse Glacier’s end moraine where it nearly converges with Imja Lake’s damming end moraine.
Without subsurface geophysical investigations, it is difficult to assess the prevalence and depth of this
buried ice in other parts of the moraines, but previous studies at Thulagi and Imja suggest the presence
of widespread ice-cored moraines [76,77]. We suggest that the areas that show the largest lowering
rates in the DEM difference maps likely contain buried ice beneath thinner debris layers. The highest
rates of elevation change over the end moraines at Imja, Lower Barun, and Thulagi are −1.9 m/year,
−1.5 m/year, and −1.2 m/year, respectively. However, the average elevation change rate at the end
moraine at all three locations is below −0.5 m/year. The relative rate of elevation change increases
substantially around the supraglacial lakes and ice cliffs both on the glacier ablation zone and ice-cored
end moraine (Figures 5 and 6).
Figure 6. Ice-cored moraine.
We also used DEMs to analyze the sky-view factor and our results indicate that the Thulagi
Lake area receives only 45–75% irradiance, lower than that received by Lower Barun (83–86%) or
Imja (86–88%) Lakes (Figure 7). Detailed radiative transfer modeling and its impact on the glacier
melting and lake evolution is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we analyzed the lower 2.5 km
of the terminus region of each glacier to understand the controls of a sky-view factor on the terminus
region. Our analysis indicates that Thulagi’s terminus region receives lower irradiance (63–79%;
peak value 75%), which is statistically significant (p = 0.05), compared to the irradiance received by
Lower Barun (67–84%; peak value 79%) and Imja (67–88%; peak value 81%) Lakes.
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Figure 7. Normalized distribution showing a sky-view factor percentage. Blue tones represent relatively
high topographic shielding of diffuse skylight irradiance and red tones indicate a full hemispherical
view. A zoomed view of the terminus region (blue rectangle) stretched with a standard deviation
of 1 to reflect the range of distribution and smooth texture at Thulagi due to the relative absence of
supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs compared to the Imja and Lower Barun Glaciers.
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4.3. Glacier Surface Velocity
The Imja glacier system has two active tributaries—Imja to the south, which shows slow ice
movement (1–10 m/year), and Lhotse Shar to the north, where peak velocity reached approximately
60 m/year (Figure 8a–c). The velocity in the areas where these two sections converge ranges between
10–15 m/year but drops to ~5 m/year near the calving front. Our analyses indicate that the majority of
the ice reaching the glacier terminus is sourced from Lhotse Shar Glacier. Results also show that both
tributaries display similar temporal variability, except for the zone on Lhotse Shar Glacier, where the
debris-covered surface has transitioned into a debris-free area (exposed ice) marked as the transition
zone (TZ) in Figure 8a. The region between the headwall (HW) and TZ receives most of the snow and
ice nourishment—in addition to much rock debris—in the form of avalanches from the nearby high
valley walls and shows considerable annual variation in velocity. The centerline velocity profiles and
the displacement map show a recent decline in velocity mostly in the lower ~4 km of the ablation zone.
Figure 8. Displacement maps (m/year) and two-point boxcar average velocity measured along the
centerline of (a–c) Imja and Lhotse Shar Glaciers, (d–f) Lower Barun Glacier, and (g–i) Thulagi Glacier.
Headwall (HW), transition zone (TZ), Chamlang Glacier Confluence (CG), icefall (IF), icefall-1 (IF1),
and icefall-2 (IF2) represent markers where a change in flow speed was observed.
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The velocity profile for Lower Barun Glacier shows a different pattern from the top of the
accumulation zone to the terminus compared to Imja Glacier (Figure 8d–f). Lower Barun Glacier also
receives a significant contribution from the Chamlang Glacier tributary, which enters the main glacier
trunk ~2 km from the Lower Barun icefall (IF). Unfortunately, image correlation failed over much of
this tributary due to severe shadowing and snow cover in the Landsat images. Our results, however,
show that the average surface velocity of the main glacier above the Chamlang Glacier (CG) confluence
was higher in the period of 2004–2005 (10–18 m/year) than in 2015–2016 (8–13 m/year). However,
down-glacier from CG, the results indicate increasing speed possibly due to increased discharge from
Chamlang Glacier. Relatively high velocities are observed from the icefall to the terminus. At the
2015–2016 terminus location, the surface velocity increased from 12 m/year to 22 m/year.
The average surface velocity of Thulagi Glacier downstream of the transition zone (TZ), where the
glacier transitions into the debris-covered surface, is (7–32 m/year) higher than the upper half of
the glacier for which centerline profile was generated (7–23 m/year). Our results show rapid spatial
increases in surface movement (almost doubling) at around 5 km from the current terminus position
because of an icefall-2 (IF2), similar to what we observed upwards from the terminus of Lower Barun
Glacier (Figure 8g–i). The glacier reflects a pattern of high and low velocity throughout the ablation
zone. The first such pattern appears right after (below) icefall-1 (IF1), the second below IF2, and the
third below the TZ. The highest ice velocities occur around the TZ. These high velocity values decline
as the glacier flows towards the heavily debris-covered terminus zone. From an average decadal
perspective, the 2005–2006 image shows similar velocity trends in the last 3 km of the ablation zone,
but the 2013–2014 image shows a sharp decline similar to that of the Lhotse Shar Glacier. The ice
velocity at the terminus during the recent time period was roughly half the observed surface velocity
of the previous time period.
4.4. Bathymetry
In October 2014, Imja Lake had an area of 1.28 km2, a maximum depth of 150 m, and a volume of
78.4 × 106 m3, while the smaller Amphulapche Lake located south of Imja had an area of 0.12 km2,
maximum depth of 66 m, and contained 3.2 × 106 m3 of water (Figure 9). The eastern section (upper)
of two smaller lakes along the spillway on the end moraine attained a depth of 18 m. The Imja Lake
volume includes the main lake plus the connected outlet lake on the western end, which is less than
10 m deep.
The bathymetric measurements conducted at Lower Barun Lake in 2015 were the first reported
observations for the lake. It is the biggest and deepest of the three lakes discussed here (Figure 9),
and deeper also than Tsho Rolpa, which also has been surveyed [26]. The maximum depth is 205 m,
and it contains ~112.3 × 106 m3 of water, which makes Lower Barun Lake both 27% deeper and 27%
larger volumetrically than Imja Lake. Due to variations in the number and density of soundings,
the level of smoothness between bathymetric modeling at Imja and Lower Barun Lakes varies slightly,
but both reflect similar lakebed morphology characterized by a gently sloping (deepening) bed
from the lake terminus to the mid-point, followed by a slightly steeper decline towards the glacier
terminus (Figure S4). In both lakes, the deepest part of the trough is located closer to the calving front.
Such upvalley deepenings are common in glacial valley systems at the confluence of tributary glaciers.
Thulagi Lake has a volume of 36.1× 106 m3, with a maximum depth of 76 m that is approximately
50% and 30% of the maximum depth at Imja and Lower Barun, respectively (Figure 9). The apparent
bottom shape, however, is affected by a sparse dataset, where interpolation may affect the results.
Thulagi Lake’s bottom profile ranges from 0.3 m around the terminus to as much as 65 m deep just
450 m upvalley from the lake terminus. Going upvalley, the lake bottom then sharply inclines back
to the mid-50 m range, and then declines again to a mid-60 m depth. Most of the central section
of the lake along the longitudinal transect shows depths between 60–70 m, and locally up to 75 m,
which reflects a different longitudinal lake bottom morphology compared to the other two lakes
(Figure S4). The deepest section of the lake appears as a narrow 300-m long longitudinal trough located
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about 750 m from the glacier terminus. The central section of Thulagi Lake does not show a gradual
deepening towards the glacier terminus as at Imja and Lower Barun Lakes. Rather, in our interpolated
bathymetric map, the bed appears undulating, characterized by three major trough areas, but the
deepest points are located within 500 m of the glacier terminus, like Imja and Lower Barun Lakes.
However, adjacent to the glacier terminus the lake depth is shallow, quite different than the other
two lakes.
Figure 9. Smoothed bathymetric map of all three lakes. Inset shows the lake terminus area.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Lake Evolution
Ice-contact Himalayan lakes (proglacial and supraglacial) have expanded significantly in the
last five decades. According to one estimate, between 1999–2005 moraine-dammed proglacial lake
expansion contributed 83% of total glacial lake expansion in the Himalaya [78]. Our results indicate
that the Everest and adjacent Makalu regions of the Himalaya are no different; the growth of both Imja
and Lower Barun Lakes has accelerated since their formation in the 1950s and 1960s by the coalescence
of small supraglacial lakes. For example, a 1967 Survey of India topographic map, which was based on
1958 vertical aerial photographs, does not indicate the presence of any moraine-dammed proglacial
lake at the Lower Barun Glacier. The 1978 Schneider Map constructed from detailed fieldwork between
1955–1967 shows small lakes, but it is unclear when they were first observed during the 12 years of
field work [79]. Thus, it is safe to assume early to mid-1960s as the formational beginning of Lower
Barun Lakes.
Imja Lake, on the other hand, has a distinct growth pattern documented over the last six decades.
The famous 1956 photograph taken either by Fritz Müller or Eric Schneider (Swiss Everest/Lhotse
Expedition of 1956) shows seven supraglacial lakes (totaling 0.03 km2) [23,26,80]. These lakes were
also mapped on the ‘Schneider Map’, Khumbu Himal (1:50,000), which was based on terrestrial
photogrammetry and field work conducted from 1956 to 1963 [81,82]. It is unclear whether the lakes
of the 1950s were at that time in a quasi-steady-state, with annual or episodic seasonal filling and
draining but no areal growth trend, or if they were already growing to form what would become Imja
Lake. We take 1956 as an approximate zero-date for the initiation of Imja Lake growth, though we
estimate an uncertainty of ±5 years. Further field surveys suggest that the area of the lake expanded
from 0.40 km2 in 1984 to 0.60 km2 in 1992 [83]. Recently, several groups have measured the areal
growth of Imja Lake using satellite and aerial photographs [75,84–87]. Reference [75] used Corona
imagery to chart the growth of the lake from its inception; they found a set of lakes totaling 0.07 km2 in
1964. Imja Lake was first recognized in the terrestrial oblique photographs taken in 1975 by a Japanese
glaciological research team (Japanese Glaciological Expedition of Nepal (GEN)) [88]. Lake expansion
in the mid to late 1970s widened it from one lateral moraine to the other, after which its expansion
occurred by lengthening as the glacier and the detached end moraine thinned and retreated from
the lake’s influence. Comparisons of repeat occupation photographs matching those of 1956 [31,80]
document the rapid evolution of the system, including the dramatic retreat and thinning of the
glacier, the elongation of the lake, and variable melting and calving trends at the glacier and lake
intersection [5,31,84].
This timeline shows that, as expected, the lakes initially grew slowly, but as they increased in size,
greater solar absorption by the larger lakes in the summer period caused thermal erosion, as well as
enhanced ice calving and rapid melting at the glacier and lake interface [89]. However, ice melt at the
calving front and the rate of calving are not solely dependent on the temperature of the proglacial water
body; they can also be driven by free convection and subaqueous melting associated with upwelling
and tidal action [64,90–92]. As Reference [92] pointed out, the thermal regime at the ice-contact water
body has a crucial influence on calving. It appears that at Imja and Lower Barun Lakes it may have
contributed to the higher retreat rates and increased calving more than at the relatively smaller and
more shallow Thulagi Lake. Furthermore, glacial lakes with calving ice fronts are also linked with
a relatively higher likelihood of failure [45,93–95], adding further to the hazard posed by both Imja
and Lower Barun Lakes.
A recent study suggested that the Thulagi Glacier retreated from the lake to a land termination [96].
However, this land termination classification is unclear with our observations of a large calving event
in 2018, where numerous tabular icebergs over 3 m high above water level—and perhaps extending
27 m deep—were discharged into the lake and floated away from the terminus (Figure S5). A salient
point is that in 2013 we observed an ice buttress sloping steeply into the lake, and this buttress was
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covered by a thin sandy deltaic or debris-flow deposit from an englacial stream conduit; in 2018,
the same area of the glacier front was marked by a cavernous structure through which probably the
same englacial stream was discharging.
Overall, the glaciers in this region can be classified as floating/calving lake-terminating glaciers,
non-floating (grounded) lake-terminating calving glaciers, and dry-land terminating glaciers. The high
relief of the calving front at all three glaciers suggests that they are lake-terminating and calving but
are not in flotation, except for near the lateral margins in the terminus areas. The flotation of the
thinned margins might explain the tendency for lakes to protrude upvalley along the glacier margins
(Figures S1 and S2).
5.1.1. Distinct Thulagi Lake Evolution
At Thulagi Lake, the long-term average growth rate slowed during the 1990s and almost ceased
after 2000, contrasting with Imja and Lower Barun Lakes, which show accelerating growth rates.
Although the moraine-dammed proglacial lake growth is slower compared to the other two lakes,
in 1976 Thulagi was nearly 0.6 km2 in size, which was more than double the size of Imja Lake and
almost six times the size of Lower Barun Lake at that time. It is difficult to confirm the inception of this
lake, but a 1958 Survey of India topographic map shows a small lake with an area of 0.22 km2 [26].
The distinct pattern of lake evolution at Thulagi, relative to Imja and Lower Barun Lakes,
could be due to a variety of reasons; we explore three aspects in this discussion which we deem
to be key—diffuse skylight irradiance, glacier surface processes, and different ice-water contact areas.
First, with respect to lake-water flow direction, Thulagi is oriented north-west, whereas Imja and Lower
Barun Lakes are oriented west and east, respectively. Although lake and glacier terminus contacts for
both Imja and Thulagi face west, Imja and Lower Barun Lakes and their associated glaciers’ ablation
zones are wide, and nearby ridges do not shield the entire proglacial lake and the glacier basin from
solar radiation. However, Thulagi Lake is more shielded by extremely high ridges both to the north
and south. Since the magnitude of radiation reaching the surface is controlled by the atmospheric
constituents and topographic factors [97], the topographic shielding of skylight diffuse irradiance can
be significant in deep valleys [98], such as at Thulagi. Of importance is the fact that the terminus region
of all three glaciers receives more direct irradiance than the average values for the rest of the ablation
area. Overall, Thulagi Lake is subject to higher topographic shielding compared to the other two lakes,
which likely affects glacial melt and thus lake expansion. This distinction may also account for the fact
that Thulagi Lake (along with its glacier) occurs ~900 m below Imja Lake and ~450 m below Lower
Barun (and their glaciers). Overall, it is expected that glaciers at lower altitudes undergo recession
more rapidly than those at higher altitudes, and that their proglacial lakes might be relatively unstable.
However, once the moraine dams lose their ice, or become heavily vegetated, low-elevation lakes also
may stabilize, which appears to be happening at Thulagi Lake (Figure S6).
The second reason for the relative stability of Thulagi Lake is the overall lack of glacier surface
processes. We observed a relative absence of exposed ice cliffs and supraglacial lakes on Thulagi
Glacier compared with Imja and Lower Barun Glaciers. These latter glacier surfaces contain numerous
supraglacial lakes and ice cliffs which influence glacier dynamics and melting patterns, especially for
larger supraglacial lakes as they are in the higher velocity zones [64]. For example, a high-resolution
DigitalGlobe image available from 13 May 2016 shows more than 100 lakes and numerous ice cliffs
on Imja and Lhotse Shar Glaciers and nearly 40 lakes on Lower Barun Glacier, which has 40% less
debris cover in its ablation zone than Lhotse Shar Glacier. In stark contrast, a DigitalGlobe image of
Thulagi Glacier from 4 May 2015 shows a lower number of ice cliffs relative to the Imja and Lower
Barun Glaciers, and fewer than 10 supraglacial lakes. Both ice cliffs and supraglacial lakes are known
to enhance melting [99–104]. As discussed earlier, these lakes, especially at the terminus, can coalesce
and contribute to extending lake size and even calving [89].
Another compelling reason accounting for the different behaviors of the lake growth trends
pertains to the ice/water contact areas and the intensity of the lake interaction with ice. Thulagi Lake
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is narrower than the other two lakes (Table 1), and due to their geometry, as the three lakes have
expanded, Thulagi Lake has become even narrower at the calving front whereas Imja and Lower
Barun Lakes have widened. Together with Imja’s and Lower Barun’s greater lake depths near the
calving margin, those glaciers’ lake/glacier contact areas are larger than Thulagi’s. The volume of
Thulagi Lake is less than half of Imja’s and a third of Lower Barun’s; it is really the smallest of the
lakes, meaning that the area available to collect solar radiation and its capacity to retain solar energy
is much less than the other two lakes. Thulagi Lake—compared to Imja and Lower Barun—also
combines a smaller solar energy collecting lake area, a smaller lake volumetric capacity to retain
that heat, and a smaller ice/water contact area into which lake-water can transmit solar heat to ice.
This combination causes the lake-water interaction to be much weaker at Thulagi compared to the
other two; Imja has the intermediate ice/water interactive capacity, with Lower Barun having the
most. Furthermore, Thulagi’s ice-water interaction, according to this simple parametric assessment,
has decreased, whereas those of the other two have increased. We argue that fewer ice cliffs and
supraglacial lakes (Figure 7), high topographical shielding, shallow lake depth at the interface of
lake-water and glacier terminus, weak lake-water, and decreased ice-water interactions are some of
the important factors contributing to the lower growth of Thulagi Lake.
Table 1. Some critical lake properties relevant to calving.
Lake Lake Width atCalving Front (m)
Lake Max
Depth (m)
Estimated Lake
Depth (m) Lake Area (m
2)
Lake Volume
(m3)
Thulagi 265 76 up to 40 0.90 × 106 36.1 × 106
Imja 695 150 up to 110 1.28 × 106 78.4 × 106
Lower Barun 770 205 up to 110 1.80 × 106 112.3 × 106
5.1.2. Lake Evolution—Future Projections
Figure 3 suggests that lake growth is variable over decadal timescales. For the purposes of
future projections of glacial lake evolution, higher-order polynomials are far from ideal [65]. Therefore,
we limited our forecast to eight years (until 2025; only 20% spatial extrapolation based on ~40 years
of annual retreat data generated in this study). The rapid evolutionary pattern of Lower Barun,
when represented with both second- and third-order polynomial fits suggests a nearly 25% expansion
by 2025. We therefore expect continued lake growth and calving-front retreat at Lower Barun until
the total length of the lake approaches almost 5 km and the glacier terminus approaches the icefall.
However, the actual growth trajectory depends on the bed profile and structure. Both exponential and
polynomial lake growth put it a few decades away before this scenario will be reached. However, if this
occurs, the lake will become increasingly hazardous because of the potential of icefall from a hanging
Lower Barun Glacier terminus or rockslides into the lake from Chamlang ridge, which looms >2000 m
directly above the lake’s south side. This type of hazard is highly dependent on the thickness of the
unstable mass falling from the hanging portion of the glacier into the lake. Imja Lake’s long-term
growth has followed a slightly different pattern and, as a result, second- (14% growth) and third-order
polynomials (44% growth) provide different projections up to 2025. With the recent lake-lowering
project and controlled lake outlet at Imja (discussed in Section 5.6), it appears that it will follow the
lower end of our projection. However, further lake growth will completely detach Imja Glacier from
Lhotse Shar Glacier, making Lhotse Shar Glacier the sole contributor to the main Imja Lake. Thulagi
Lake, on the other hand, appears to be stable at this time, and it is unclear if this trend will continue
and for how long.
Multiple studies have shown that mean annual temperatures have increased in high-altitude
regions [105,106], but the trends in precipitation are not as clear in the Himalaya, partly because
of the fluctuation in the Indian monsoon and Westerlies-driven precipitation. However, it is well
established that the amount of precipitation, as well as its timing, phase, and distribution, does affect
glacier responses on both annual and decadal timescales [107]. Temperature and precipitation have
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been linked with the observed negative glacier mass balance, rapid glacier recession, and increased
melt runoff in the HMA region [1,11,108], in addition to changes in lake size. It is thought that
there are broad west-to-east and north-to-south variations in climate change impacts occurring in
the HMA region [109], so on this basis alone we expect inter-regional variability in glacier responses.
Furthermore, along with this climate change variability, local orographic influences ought to be shifting
as well, so the local changes in climate might not always track the regional and global average shifts.
The subregional and local climate change variability coupled with differing glacier response timescales
means that regionally across the Himalaya-Karakoram we ought to see heterogeneous glacier responses
from one valley to another and between nearby glaciers, and we do [11,14,16,17,110,111]. It is thus not
a given that glacial lake growth and behavioral dynamics will all be the same, as reflected by differing
glacial lake growth patterns.
5.2. Lake Bathymetry—Comparison with Previous Surveys
Although no prior bathymetric survey of Lower Barun Lake exists, several surveys have been
completed at Imja and Thulagi Lakes.
At Imja, our result indicates a significant change in lake volume in 2014 (78.4 × 106 m3) compared
to a 2012 survey [87], which described Imja Lake as being 116 m deep, and containing 62 × 106 m3
of water. Key differences between our 2014 survey and the 2012 survey by Somos-Valenzuela is that
the eastern third of the lake that was not surveyed in 2012 was assumed to become shallower, but our
survey shows that it continues to deepen without any significant change in area. Extents of overlap
between the two surveys show similar lake depths and bathymetric relief. Additionally, the 2012 survey
estimated that the volume of a GLOF emanating from Imja could be 36 million m3, an increase from the
previous estimate of 21 million m3 in 2002 [112]. Our 2014 survey only slightly increases this drainable
volume, as most of our estimated volume change over that estimated by Reference [87] occurs at
depths below the drainable level, i.e., elevation in front of the damming end moraine. However,
for the upper eastern-most outlet lake, which is relevant from the lake outlet perspective, both 2012
and 2014 studies provided similar results. Previous bathymetric results show Imja Lake as having
a volume of 28 × 106 m3 in 1992 [83] and a volume of 35.5 × 106 m3 and a 96.5-m maximum depth
in 2009 [26]. These estimates indicate that Imja Lake is increasing in both total volume and depth;
however, some of this apparent increase is likely due to improved measurements.
At Thulagi Lake, there are three known surveys prior to ours, and volumes reported are similar
to our determination (36.1 × 106 m3). Reference [26] reported a lake volume of 35.3 × 106 m3 in 2009
and 31.75 × 106 m3 in 1995. The most recent survey was conducted by des Géorisques et Des Hommes
(GDH) in November 2013, with a lake volume estimate of 39 × 106 m3 and a maximum depth estimate
of 82 m [113]. Although, the GDH website accessed on 9 May 2018 shows Thulagi Lake’s volume
to be 67.5 × 106 m3 and its depth to be 75 m. Nonetheless, it is unclear how many sounding data
points were acquired during these surveys. ICIMOD’s report shows one longitudinal depth profile,
but no vessel tracks to indicate the sounding density, whereas the GDH report shows modeled 2013
bathymetry and a supposed superimposed vessel track from a 2009 ICIMOD survey, and it is clear
that those survey points are not continuous. It must be noted, however, that the lake bottom profiles
showing undulating bed topography in each of these surveys are similar to ours. Overall, our lake
evolution analysis and bathymetric results from 2017, compared with ICIMOD’s survey from 2009,
suggests very little to almost no change in Thulagi Lake’s depth or volume.
5.3. Glacier Dynamic Evolution
Imja, Lhotse Shar, Lower Braun, and Thulagi Glaciers exhibit highly variable spatiotemporal
patterns with respect to surface flow speeds. Our discussion here pertains only to the areas below the
icefalls and the terminus region. However, it is not straightforward to compare the terminus region
surface velocity at the lake terminating glacier because this dynamic zone was not located at the same
place in previous time periods. A notable feature of the glacier system in these regions is that flow
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diminishes beneath the icefall to the terminus [71,114,115]. As expected, Lhotse Shar and Thulagi
Glaciers have verged toward flow stagnation during the recent time period, but Lower Barun Glacier
shows an acceleration in the terminal 1000 m in the same time period. This is not the behavior that
would occur with dry land terminating glaciers, and so it would appear to be related to the deep
lake calving property of Lower Barun Glacier, perhaps caused by a reduction in basal shear stress
due to the partial buoyancy of the glacier. As discussed earlier, Lower Barun Lake also shows 50%
faster growth over the long-term average annual growth rate during last three years, thus showing
a potential correlation between calving, high ice velocity, and rapid lake growth.
Lower Barun Glacier has a flow pattern that approaches plug flow, where cross profiles of flow
speed show almost uniform movement indicative of significant basal sliding. Lhotse Shar and Thulagi
Glaciers each exhibit some areas where the flow is similar to that of Lower Barun Glacier, i.e., verging
toward plug flow, but overall the flow speed is distinctly a maximum near the centerline and declines
toward the margins, thus resembling bilaterally symmetric flow that is likely indicative of internal ice
deformation. The flow in general for the three glaciers beneath the icefalls was observed to be episodic.
5.4. State and Dynamics of the Moraines and Glacier Thinning
Several geochronological studies in the Imja and Everest regions have been carried out, resulting
in an extensive and improved chronological record using 10Be terrestrial cosmogenic nuclide (TCN)
ages [116,117]. However, little research has been undertaken in the Lower Barun and Thulagi basins.
Here we discuss some geochronological dates from the Imja basin and develop possible trends which
may be applicable to other basins. The deposition of the youngest lateral moraines in the Everest
area (Lobouche stage and historical) and the most recent glacial advance recorded by the moraines
occurred somewhere around 400–1000 ka [117]. This period and the warming associated with the
termination of the Little Ice Age occurred long before the period of anthropogenic warming began.
Glacier thinning was already underway by the early 20th century, and that has to be related to the
termination of the Little Ice Age and completely unrelated to anthropogenic warming. The period of
lake initiation in the 1960s and 1970s began after anthropogenic warming had initiated, but was not
yet a major climatic shift. The glacier thinning that set the stage for lake development has a longer
history and more complicated attributions including lake development, glacier detachment, as well
as glacier thinning and retreat. The 1962 Corona image shows that Amphulapche Glacier may have
already detached or was in the process of detachment from the main Imja Glacier system [86]. Indeed,
there likely has been a sequence of tributary detachments and breakup of many glaciers across the
Himalayan region and elsewhere [118–120]. From the early 20th century, the main dynamical actions
at Imja started with the detachment from Lhotse Glacier, then the detachment of Amphulapche Glacier
and the formation of Imja Lake, and most recently the rapid growth of Imja Lake and the slowing and
continued thinning of Imja and Lhotse Shar Glaciers. Based on moraine evidence and our bathymetric
mapping, the lake area close to the present terminus of Imja Glacier and along the lake centerline was
likely occupied by ice about 300 m thick a century ago [31].
Whereas the early glacier thinning and formation of supraglacial ponds was not likely controlled
by anthropogenic warming, recent rapid climatic warming—known to be related to anthropogenic
greenhouse gases and global warming—probably has contributed to the recent decades of lake growth;
however, anthropogenic and natural components of climate change (including post-Little Ice Age
warming) are perhaps intractably intertwined.
The geomorphological evidence we have discussed shows that glacier thinning has a long history,
but has continued and increased in the modern era due to lake-glacier interactions in addition to
the termini occurring within zones of maximum downward radiant flux. Direct measurements
of the thinning of the ice-cored end moraines of all three glaciers gave an average of −0.3 to
−0.4 m/year. Higher rates were observed around small lakes on the end moraine, suggesting
that thermal undercutting by lake and thermokarst development (Figure 6 and Figures S1–S3)
may enhance rapid changes at these features, potentially contributing to the further instability of
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the lake. References [85,121] observed thinning even on the relict ice-cored moraine located below
Imja Lake, providing further evidence of instability within this zone. At the thinning rates that we
have observed, it would take many decades to transform a parabolic glacier profile into a form
where low- to mid-glacier gradients produce significant supraglacial lakes. The actual thinning rates
averaged over the glacier termini are several times greater than the rate observed at the end moraine
(highest at Thulagi and lowest at Imja), corresponding to areas of thick debris cover. In the absence
of more comprehensive high-resolution DEM data for various periods, we do not suggest that the
thinning rate for other periods was constant or averaged at this rate for the ice-cored end moraine and
glacier terminus.
The continuous glacier downwasting at all three glaciers and elsewhere in the Himalayan
region is leading to the debuttressing of surrounding rock and debris slopes and it is predicted
that this will increase debris fluxes to glacier surfaces [109,122]. Depending on the debris depth,
the added supraglacial debris load will variably protect the glacier from high ablation where the
debris cover is sufficiently thick, and increase ablation where the debris cover is thinner [123,124].
Over time, sediment transport due to increased meltwater production will decrease the depth of debris
loads thereby increasing ablation, which collectively increases lake formation potential and therefore
hazards [11,103,125,126]. Furthermore, an increase in the surface load may influence the englacial and
basal hydrological conditions that can lead to increased outburst flooding from subglacial water stores
or produce increased basal sliding velocities.
5.5. Lake Stability and Hazards Associated with GLOFs
Some scientific disagreement exists about the types of triggers and degree of hazards and
risks due to GLOFs that they represent, but not all hazards are similar. Identifying the possible
triggers at each lake, the range of associated hazards, and the percentage and rates of water spilling
out of the lakes is beyond the scope of this paper. In general, potential failures and prospects for
damaging GLOFs is dependent upon on the volume of lake-water; the lakes’ topographic settings
and unstable surroundings; the pattern of lake evolution; the type and rapidity of breach and seepage
coming through the unconsolidated (or poorly consolidated) end moraine, indicating the piping
of water and instability of the moraine; and of course the vulnerabilities downstream from the
lakes [17,30,94,127,128].
The three studied glaciers—Lower Barun and Imja-Lhotse Shar Glaciers more so than
Thulagi—and many others in the region have numerous supraglacial lakes with a potential to
directly produce small GLOFs [129,130]. Additionally, another possibility could be the failure of
some combinations of supraglacial, englacial, and subglacial conduits leading to the sudden increase
in hydrostatic pressure in the existing moraine-dammed proglacial lake and a resultant GLOF [131].
One recent example includes the sudden draining of small supraglacial lake on Lhotse Glacier leading
to a flood surge of 6 m, an estimated instantaneous discharge of 1500 m3/s, and minor damage
downstream in Chukung village [132].
Rockfalls, landslides, and avalanches of large magnitude that may occur by moraine collapse or
bedrock failures from steep, high slopes are common in this region [133] and can produce GLOFs if
the mobilized mass reaches the lake with high mass and energy and a short duration of infall into the
lakes. A very worrisome aspect in the studied glaciers is the presence of Upper Barun Lake (Figure S7),
from which outbursts would spill and overfill Lower Barun Lake possibly by several meters—enough
to trigger a much larger GLOF.
Reference [37] argued that recent changes at Imja suggest that a likely trigger could be the
self-destructive moraine failure. Although engineered lake-lowering has reduced the drainable volume,
the external triggers remain the same, if somewhat reduced in magnitude and effectiveness as
triggers. Thulagi Lake might be the least hazardous (but not completely safe) of the three lakes
considered in this paper. Thulagi Lake’s end moraine dam is moderately vegetated with shrubs
(Figure S6), which indicates a degree of stability of the moraine and a reduced geomorphological
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process rate [132,134,135], so massive piping failures are possibly less likely than with the other
two glacier systems. Consistent with the vegetation state, Figure 5 shows that, of the three lakes’
moraine dams, Thulagi’s is downwasting the most slowly. However, the presence of ponds and
undulating relief suggests that there is some thermokarstic development—but not very rapid. For all
of these lakes, overfill by mass movements or small GLOFs into the main lakes remains a potent threat.
5.6. Engineered Lowering of Imja Lake and Prognosis for Other Lakes
Imja Lake’s level had an engineered reduction by 3.4 m in 2016 (Figure S8) [37], which reduced
the drainable volume by about 10%. The readily drainable volume of a glacial lake is that resting
above the level of the valley below the end moraine dam (including overfill volume additions of
water or debris). Any additional volume drainage would have to be by an impulse wave. The lake
reduction also lowered the peak hydraulic pressure on the moraine at the lowest drain point by 10%
and increased the freeboard operative against displacement waves. Hence, the chances of a glacial
lake outburst have been reduced, as well as the magnitude of a potential GLOF should one occur.
As the lake area is expected to eventually resume growth after a possible period of stabilization due
to the lake-lowering, the drainable volume will resume its growth, although the hydraulic pressure
will remain at the reduced level. If the lake continues its growth pattern as highlighted in this study,
further reductions in lake level may be necessary.
The Imja Lake-lowering project provides lessons for other hazardous high mountain locations in
Nepal and elsewhere. Although the lowering was successful, a larger and more lasting reduction of
the GLOF hazard awaits the implementation of more advanced technologies that may lower these
lake levels by 10 m or more. Furthermore, we recommend near-term hazard mitigating intervention at
Lower Barun Lake, especially considering its rapid growth and upvalley deepening profile, and the
existence of Upper Barun Lake as a dangerous part of the system, whereby a hazardous chain of
processes could easily elapse. We also suggest including local community and other stakeholders in
the mitigation discussion, especially because community observations and experience with past GLOF
events in the region can provide important information for researchers and stakeholders, as well as
lend critical community response and input into issues of local and regional planning [136].
6. Concluding Remarks
Detailed field surveys and Landsat satellite image and DEM analyses were used to document
and evaluate the evolution of Imja, Lower Barun, and Thulagi moraine-dammed proglacial lakes
in the Nepal Himalaya. All three lakes have expanded from initial clusters of small supraglacial
lakes in the 1950s/1960s to large hazardous, ice-cored, moraine-dammed proglacial lakes with water
volumes of 78.4 × 106 m3, 112.3 × 106 m3, and 36.1 × 106 m3, respectively. The growth rates of the
three lakes follow different trajectories, an observation attributed to differing ice/water contact areas
and other characteristics (e.g., geometry) of the glaciers and lakes and the surrounding topography.
These lakes currently drain through relatively stable, boulder-armored channels, but the condition of
these channels is different at each location. Relatively high surface irradiance over the lower portion
of each glacier will ensure that meltwater production will remain high and promote future lake
enlargement. Furthermore, numerous studies have concluded that these glaciers are responding to
climate change—both ongoing anthropogenic change and natural climate change stemming from
the end of the Little Ice Age. This will lead to further glacier retreat, downwasting, lake formation,
and expansion. Additionally, coupled system responses—including potential for mass movements
into each of the lakes—will continue and contribute to increasing high hazard potential in the future.
Lower Barun Lake is one of the largest, deepest, and most rapidly growing lakes in Nepal,
and appears to have a relatively unstable outlet channel and numerous hazard triggers around the
lake. The growing size of the lake (~0.5 km2 in the last decade) will likely increase the load on the
moraine, reducing its ability to contain the impoundment, hence increasing the probability of rapid
lake drainage. Whether a lake drainage produces a major GLOF would depend on the type of breach.
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We recommend continuous monitoring and possible lake-lowering intervention after further detailed
surveys. Imja Lake has recently undergone engineered channelized drainage, further stabilizing its
outlet, while a relatively stable, vegetated end moraine surrounds the Thulagi Lake outlet. However,
Thulagi’s outlet is extremely precarious, as a small lake level rise of a couple meters could suddenly
erode and enlarge the outlet.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/10/5/798/s1,
Figure S1: A color composite of a time series of Landsat satellite images showing the growth of Imja Lake from
1975–2016, Figure S2: A color composite of a time series of Landsat satellite images showing the growth of Lower
Barun Lake from 1975–2016, Figure S3: A color composite of a time series of Landsat satellite images showing
the growth of Thulagi Lake from 1973–2016, Figure S4: Centerline lake transect, Figure S5: Icebergs in Thulagi
Lake. Photographs by J. Kargel, 30 October 2017, Figure S6: (a,b) Field photographs showing vegetation on an
ice-cored end moraine. (c,d) Bird’s eye view of Thulagi Lake where a dark-colored end moraine is reflecting some
of the vegetation growth. Photographs by J. Kargel, 3 May 2013, Figure S7: Upper Barun Lake and possible flood
route in case of an outburst, Figure S8: Imja Lake-lowering project (a–d) and part of a warning siren network (e),
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